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In 1911 America suffered one of the worst workplace disasters in its history when fire 
broke out at the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory on Manhattan’s Lower East Side. The 
owners had locked the doors to stairwells and exits to prevent theft, trapping workers in 
the blazing building.

Some miraculously escaped; 146 — most of them young female immigrants — 
perished, either in the flames or leaping desperately from high windows. They were 
remarkable not just for the tragedy that killed them, but for their achievements while 



they lived; less than two years earlier, women in the garment industry had launched an 
11-week strike that ignited profound change to American labour laws.

Alix Sobler’s play — a kind of agitprop parable — bears witness to their heroism. Tough, 
confrontational, with a self-conscious, Brechtian theatricality, it’s unapologetically 
didactic. Yet its relevance to modern industrial exploitation and the mass movement of 
people has a fierce urgency, and Rory McGregor’s rough-edged, vital production 
unfailingly grips.

On Sebastian Noel’s set of wood and rusted steel, with a New York skyline suggested 
by jagged shards of planking, factory workbenches are constructed from the suitcases 
of optimistic newcomers. Many are Jews from eastern Europe, fleeing what Rosa 
(Hannah Genesius), our bookish narrator, calls the monsters of tsars and pogroms. 
They excitedly imagine how they will become part of the engine of America; instead they 
discover a new monster, more terrifying than golem or dybbuk, that gobbles up their 
youth and energy.

We follow Rosa through friendships and romance, as well as the gruelling physical 
punishment of her toil, and the danger and deprivation of the strike. As she draws closer 
to the climactic, inevitable horror, her supporting cast become mutinous, and the 
growing sense of dread and waste is almost unbearable. This is richly informative 
theatre — with a passion that’s almost incendiary.


